AIR TRANSPORT VIP PALLETS MODULAR COMFORT SYSTEM

A CLASS OF ITS OWN

Delight your VIP passengers with comfort

Now, you can bring passenger comforts from the world of business aviation to your VIP travelers on C-17, C-130 and other aircraft. Give your most important passengers everything they need to be refreshed and ready for what’s next with the Air Transport VIP Pallet (ATVP) modular comfort system from Collins Aerospace.

Choose from a variety of comfort modules for a configuration that loads onto the aircraft with single-pallet simplicity. Whether your VIPs need premium seating, a spacious lavatory, a galley, a closet or any combination, you’ll have the flexibility to outfit your multi-fleet aircraft with comfortable accommodations. Easily slide them on and off the aircraft using your pallet-loading system.

With Collins Aerospace, you’ll have the assurance of a modular comfort system that meets all relevant FAA certification standards. We bring decades of experience in the design, engineering and integration of cabin systems and products for business and commercial aviation. And, we’ve long worked with the United States Air Force and other military customers around the world to satisfy their most important requirements.

MODULE TYPES

- **Seating** – Three MiQ® premium class seats. One executive seat and two MiQ premium economy seats. All have leather trim and personal electronic device holders.

- **Lavatory and changing room** – A comfortable restroom that’s surprisingly spacious for its small footprint. The lavatory’s unique, closed-loop, sealed vacuum waste system eliminates the spillage issue common with traditional waste systems during aircraft maneuvers.

- **Configurable galley** – Features optional coffee maker, water boiler and/or beverage chiller

- **Closet and storage area** – Accommodates three hanging garment bags and up to three roller suitcases

KEY FEATURES

- Modules fit all C-130 and C-17 aircraft, as well as any other aircraft that can accommodate standard aircraft pallets and module height

- FAA certified COTS components

- Incorporates some of the lightest, most rugged products in the industry

- Maximum dry weight of fully loaded module pallet: 800 pounds

- Compatible with Wi-Fi® and in-flight entertainment systems

- Integrated, advanced LED lighting systems for minimal power consumption

- LRU accessibility designed for ease of maintenance

- Conveniently located external power ports

- Part commonality with next-generation ATGL
Air Transport VIP Pallet modular comfort system

Seating for up to three VIP travelers

Private lavatory and galley

Built-In microwave and beverage makers

Lavatory and changing-room area

Closed-loop, sealed vacuum water and waste system